WEEKLY ACTIVITY
WEEK 1 - FEAR OF RECONNAISSANCE

This week’s topic focuses on how reconnaissance can be overwhelming, but we can’t start the task at hand without it.

Celebrate: Visit Time and Snacks

Care: Round everyone up by opening in Prayer

As individuals arrive, welcome them and ask them to write one word, or phrase, about the best or worst part of the past week. Turn the card face down and set it aside until the end of the group.

Activity: Pass a bowl of M&Ms around the group and instruct everyone to take 3-4 pieces. (Don’t eat yet!) For each piece they took, they need to tell the group something interesting about themselves, per the color coding of the M&Ms:

- **RED** • Your favorite movie
- **BLUE** • Your favorite car
- **GREEN** • Your favorite song
- **BROWN** • Your favorite food
- **YELLOW** • Your favorite sport to participate in or watch
- **ORANGE** • Your favorite season of the year

Challenge: Review the Discussion Questions you have selected for this week.

At the very end of the group time together, pair guys with guys and ladies with ladies to pray over the word or phrase describing their week.

WEEKLY ACTIVITY
WEEK 2 - FEAR OF THE WORK

This week’s topic focuses on rebuilding. Rebuilding without worship is hard work, but it is only hard work. With God’s help, anything can be rebuilt from the ashes of disaster.

Celebrate: Visit Time and Snacks

Care: Round everyone up by opening in Prayer

As individuals arrive, welcome them and ask them to write one word, or phrase, about the best or worst part of the past week. Turn the card face down and set it aside until the end of the group.

Activity: Have the Names & Attributes of God cards spread out in the center of your table, and ask each person to choose one that best depicts how God worked in their lives this past week. Invite each person to share the word they chose and why they chose it. Pray over what was shared.

Challenge: Review the Discussion Questions you have selected for this week.

At the very end of the group time together, pair guys with guys and ladies with ladies to pray over the word or phrase describing their week.
WEEKLY ACTIVITY
WEEK 3 - FEAR OF THE FIGHT

This week’s topic focuses on conflict being normal, neutral, and natural.

Celebrate: Visit Time and Snacks

Care: Round everyone up by opening in Prayer

As individuals arrive, welcome them and ask them to write one word, or phrase, about the best or worst part of the past week. Turn the card face down and set it aside until the end of the group

Activity: Who Do You Trust? In this fun little exercise you are asked to rank the following occupations from 1 (most trusted) to 10 (least trusted) over the next two minutes.

Clergy  Mechanic
Bankers  Congressman
Car sales men  Nurses
Doctors  Police
Lawyers  Teachers

(Answers: 5,7,10,3,8,6,9,1,4,2)

Challenge: Review the Discussion Questions you have selected for this week.

At the very end of the group time together, pair guys with guys and ladies with ladies to pray over the word or phrase describing their week.

WEEKLY ACTIVITY
WEEK 4 - FEAR OF THE COST

This week’s topic focuses on our call to love others and use money—not love money and use others.

Celebrate: Visit Time and Snacks

Care: Round everyone up by opening in Prayer

As individuals arrive, welcome them and ask them to write one word, or phrase, about the best or worst part of the past week. Turn the card face down and set it aside until the end of the group

Activity: Have the Names & Attributes of God cards spread out in the center of your table, and ask each person to choose one that they need to focus on in the week to come. Invite each person to share the word they chose and why they chose it. Pray over what was shared.

Challenge: Review the Discussion Questions you have selected for this week.

At the very end of the group time together, pair guys with guys and ladies with ladies to pray over the word or phrase describing their week.
WEEKLY ACTIVITY
WEEK 5 - FEAR OF CHANGE

This week’s topic focuses on ‘it not being about fixing something that is broken, but starting over and creating something much better’.

Celebrate: Visit Time and Snacks

Care: Round everyone up by opening in Prayer

As individuals arrive, welcome them and ask them to write one word, or phrase, about the best or worst part of the past week. Turn the card face down and set it aside until the end of the group

Activity: Three of Anything! Hand out cards that have the following topics, and each person must list ‘three’ favorites of whatever their topic is:

- Best movies
- Worst movies
- Flowers
- Favorite veggies
- Least favorite veggies
- Cites to visit
- Household chores they love
- Household chores they hate
- Favorite tv shows of all time

Go around the group and have each person share their ‘three’.

Challenge: Review the Discussion Questions you have selected for this week.

At the very end of the group time together, pair guys with guys and ladies with ladies to pray over the word or phrase describing their week.

WEEKLY ACTIVITY
WEEK 6 - FEAR OF SURRENDER

This week’s topic focuses on having a spirit of surrender that leads to confession. Honest confession leads to heartfelt obedience. Heartfelt obedience results in unrestrained joy.

Reminder: If your group has not completed feedback cards have them fill them out this week!

Celebrate: Visit Time and Snacks

Care: Round everyone up by opening in Prayer

As individuals arrive, welcome them and ask them to write one word, or phrase, about the best or worst part of the past week. Turn the card face down and set it aside until the end of the group

Activity: Have the Names & Attributes of God cards spread out in the center of your table, and ask each person to choose one that they are praying will show itself in the life of someone they love this week. Invite each person to share the word they chose and why they chose it. Pray over what was shared.

Challenge: Review the Discussion Questions you have selected for this week.

At the very end of the group time together, pair guys with guys and ladies with ladies to pray over the word or phrase describing their week.